School Supplies –Royal Kingdom (W17)
Ms. Hoyas

Supplies will be a part of our classroom community. Please **DO NOT** label your child’s name on the supplies. Only your child’s plastic pencil box will need a name.

- 3 packs of #2 lead pencils, without plastic covering please
- 1 12 pack of mechanical pencils ($1 store is fine)
- 1 plastic folder (any color) with pockets/with prongs
- 4 glue sticks
- 2 packs of 24 colored pencils
- 3 reams of white copy paper
- 5 composition books (9 ¾ x 7 ½ in)
- 2 quadrille composition notebooks for math (9 ¾ x 7 ½ in) **NO METAL SPIRALS**, Please
- 1 plastic pencil box (**Write your child’s name on this item only**)
- 1 container of disinfecting cleaning wipes (**girls only**)
- 1 box of sandwich Ziploc bags (**girls only**)
- 3 boxes of Kleenex (**boys 1st semester/girls 2nd semester**)
- 2 rolls of paper towels (**boys only**)
- 1 bottle large bottle of sanitizer (**boys only**)
- 1 box of gallon Ziploc bags (**boys only**)

- **A Marbled Composition** notebook is a hard bound with string and the pages are not easily ripped out. These notebooks are durable and they allow you to see the progression of the skills and lessons taught during the year. Please send only composition notebooks.

- **A Quadrille Composition Notebook** is a notebook generally used for math and geometry. It is a bound notebook like the composition book but filled with graph paper. No special graphics or designs.